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Abstract Cash issues are various and complicated. The contractor starts with a forecast for the flow of the cash
through the lifetime of the project. Cash shortages can lead to project failure and business bankruptcy. Researchers
have studied cash flow in the context of project delay, business failure, and forecasting. However, negative cash flow
trends and patterns themselves are not closely examined despite the amount, duration and distribution of negative
cash flow are critical factors in construction performance. This study investigates cash flow management and profit
optimization by reducing the extent and amount of negative cash flow on the construction projects and completes the
project as scheduled by rescheduling construction activities based on the minimum cash flow availability. The study
utilizes genetic algorithm’s technique to devise finance-based schedules that minimize project negative cash flow
and profit optimization by identifying the amount and timing of individual inflow or outflow at the end of each
period. The study also presents a case study project to illustrate the capability of the proposed model and adopts
various constraints, including project profit and due dates, for scenario analysis. The analysis result demonstrates
that minimizing negative flow ensures smooth financial pressure by properly shifting activities, and assigning due
dates for projects helps planners avoid project duration extension while maximizing overall project profit.
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1. Introduction
Cash is the most crucial resource of all the project
resources, as companies tend to fail due to a deficit in their
budget rather than the inadequacy of other resources. Park
and Russell[8] stated that over 60% of contractors failures
are due to economic factors. There are two main
objectives beyond carrying out a financial feasibility
analysis: First is to find out if the contractor's available
funds are enough to execute the project or not. The second
objective is to draw a picture of the extent of utilizing the
investment and the progress of payments at different
stages of the project. Once these two objectives are
obtained, the contractor starts balancing his expenditures
throughout the project with his expected available funds,
and this is what is known by cash flow management.
Ahuja [1].
Usually the contractor is required to submit an estimate
of the progress of payments through the project. This
enables the owner to have a solid idea of his own cash
requirements. Through the project, the contractor monitors
the actual inflow and outflow of the cash, and keeps
updates of his predefined estimated cash flow profile.Cash
flow and profitability are interactive, even though they are
different issues. Wenhua et al. [16].

The contractor then starts investigating all possible
sources of finance to run the project. For him, there are
other sources of finance other than his own investment.
Such finance comes from banks and financial institutions,
which in turns demand an estimate for the contractors
needed funds and their timings through the project
duration. Once the contractor secured the needed cash, he
starts managing the cash profile by trying to meet two
goals: first balancing inflow against outflow; second
minimizing interest on borrowings.Ahuja [1].
Due to the importance of project finance, therefore,
numerous researchers: Barbosa and Pimentel [2]; Chiu
and Tsai [3]; Chen et al. [4]; Park et al. [8]; Elazouni and
Gab-Allah [5]; Elazouni and Metwally [6]; Liu and Wang
[12,13] employed various techniques and tried to solve
project scheduling problems by integrating scheduling and
financial factors to help contractors assessing the overall
performance when minimizing the project duration or
maximizing project profit. Briefly, the previous
investigations has revealed the significance of cash flow in
project scheduling and identified critical financial
influences, such as credit limit (CL) and payment
condition, for practitioners involved in construction.
The previous developed models have limitations such
as:
(1) They only consider the extension in the project
duration, subject to a certain credit limit. This means that
for every credit limit, different completion times are
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considered in search of the optimum. However, this is not
always the case when considering a real-life project. The
contractor first needs to know the required funds to
complete the project on time. In other words, he wants to
know the credit limit that guarantees to complete the
project in normal duration. (2) They require double
handling of data in exporting the objective function and
constraints to optimization software. (3) They need to
modify the results of the scheduling software according to
the output of the optimization software.
This study aims to solve project scheduling problems
by integrating scheduling and financial factors to assist
contractors in managing negative cash flow of the project
and satisfy the contractor cash limit.

Net cash flow is resulted from subtraction of cashout
from cashin. Then, the maximum negative cash flow value
can be known. This value informs the contractor with the
maximum amount of money he needs and its time as
shown in Figure 1.
The maximum negative cash flow lies in the 4th
interval of time as the maximum amount of money needed
along the project life cycle. Hossam Toma [9].

4. Finance-based Scheduling

Cash flow is a financial model necessary to count the
demand for money to meet the project cost and the pattern
of income it will generate, Smith [15]. Therefore, the use
of cash flow technique is beneficial for the project in both
the tender stage and during the project construction
progress, where the contractors want to make sure that
their planned cash funds is sufficient to cover any possible
financial deficit of the project.

Establishing bank overdrafts have been one of the
prevalent methods of financing construction projects,
Ahuja [1]. Finance-based scheduling enables producing
schedules that correspond to overdrafts of desired credit
limits. Control of the credit limit of an overdraft provides
many benefits including negotiating lower interest rates
with bankers, setting favorable terms of repayment, and
reducing penalties incurred for any unused portions of
overdraft cash. In addition, the ability to adjust credit
limits helps contractors avoid the phenomenon of
progressive cash deficit. This situation occurs when cash
available in a given month does not allow the scheduling
of much work. During the next month, when a
reimbursement is expected, the generated income allows
scheduling less work and so forth.

3. Negative Cash Flow

5. Cash flow and Project Scheduling

Cash flow isviewed in two ways in the construction
management literature. The first defines cash flow as the
net receipt (cash in) or net disbursement (cash out)
resulting from receipts and disbursements occurring in the
same interest period. According to this school of thought,
positive cash flow indicates a net receipt in a particular
period or year, whereas negative cash flow indicates a net
disbursement in that period. The second construction
management view of cash flow defines it as the actual
movement or transfer of money into or out of a company.
According to this school, money flowing intothe business
is termed positive cash flow and is credited as cash
received. Money paid out is termed negative cash flow
and is debited to the business. The difference between
positive and negative cash flows is termed net cash flow.
This study adopts the first definition of cash flow because
it is accepted by most contractors, widely used in the
construction industry, and affirmed by much recent
research. Khalil et al [11].

The critical path method/program evaluation and
review technique (CPM/PERT) is widely accepted and
employed by the construction industry to minimize the
total project duration. Elazouni and Gab-Allah [5] state
that many heuristic, optimal, and suboptimal methods
have been developed to modify CPM/PERT, yet no
oneconsiders cash flow availability as a variable in
balancing project expenditures. Using integer programming,
they propose finance-based scheduling for devising
CPM/PERT so that projects can be adequately financed at
certain credit limits.
Genetic algorithms were also used to devise financebased schedules to maximize project profit through
minimization of financing costs and indirect costs.
Elazouni and Metwally [6].
Shuand Chang [14] used constraint programming to
apply finance-based scheduling for multiple projects. In
summary, numerous researchers have examined the
scheduling problem, but still there is no agreement on the
most suitable technique for most construction projects.

2. Cash Flow

6. Finance-based Scheduling and Project
Profit

Figure 1. Cash flow and Net cash flow profile

As outlined before, credit limits affect project financing
costs, indirect costs, and ultimately profit. So, control of
the required credit limit enables schedulers to devise
schedules that maximize project profit. Finance-based
scheduling provides the needed control through devising
the minimum-duration project schedule, which corresponds
to the credit limit of the minimum interest rate. Thus,
finance-based scheduling was used as a tool to minimize
project indirect costs, financing costs, and consequently
maximize the project profit. Elazouni and Metwally [6].
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Figure 2. Financial terms of period t considering accumulated financing cost

A cash flow profile is shown in Figure 2 for a project of
L periods. The cash flow profile is visualized from the
contractors’ perspective. The financial terms that will be
used in the model are defined in the following section.
A project total-cost disbursements during a typical
project period t, typically, 1 month, is represented by Et
which calculated by summation of total direct cost and
indirect cost in the same period t. Equation (1) is used to
calculate Et.

=
Et

∑D.Ct + ∑I .Ct

(1)

Where: t: one period time of the project, E: total expenses,
D.C: direct cost of activities, I.C: indirect cost of the
project.
The timing of receiving a payment is at the end of the
next period, and the payment amount is represented by Pt
which calculated by adding markup to the total expenses
of the previous period (t-1) and subtraction the retention
value, as shown in equation (2).

Pt = Et −1 (1 + M )(1 − R)

(2)

Where: P: payment, E: total expenses of the previous
period, M: mark up, R: retention.
However, if the contractor pays the periodical interest
on the accumulated negative cash flow (overdraft) O with
an interest rate i, the total interest charges at the end of
period t is represented by It which calculated by equation (3).

It = Ot i

(3)

Where: I: total interest charges, O: overdraft, i: interest
rate per period t.
Total negative cash at the end of each period t including
accumulated interest charges It is represented by Tt which
calculated by equation (4).

T=
t Ot + I t

(4)

Where: T: total negative cash flow for period t.
Equation (5) calculates the net cash flow (residue) at
end of period t after receiving a payment Pt which
represented by RSt .

RS=
t Tt + Pt

John Holland invented genetic algorithm (GA) in 1975.
GA is a metaheuristic that simulates Darwin's theory of
evolution and the survival of the fittest. Evolution as a
theory suggested that living things breed and upgrades
through reproduction, mutation, and crossover of inherited
genes. Kalyanmoy Deb [10]. The metaheuristic adopts
randomly guided search to find global optimum values for
combinatorial optimization problem. The basic principle
of GA is to transform the random search process into nonrandom ones so that the improvement occurs in the first
generation of the solution becomes the basis for the next one.
The first step in solving any combinatorial optimization
problem using GA is the formulation and the encoding of
the parameters of the problem in the form of strings
referred to as "chromosomes". The genes are then created
in random matter; this means that the parameters encoded
are randomly based, and that every gene presents one
possible solution of the problem. In this study, the gene
structure is set as a string of elements, each corresponding
to a start time assigned to an activity, as shown in Figure 3.
As such, each gene represents one possible schedule. To
evaluate genes, the evaluation criterion is set as the
expected contractor’s profit and negative cash flow at the
end of the project.
The objective of the GA proposed in this study is to
search for a project schedule, which minimizes the
negative cash at any period t and optimizes project profit.
Good chromosome individuals are those that yield high
values in case of a maximization problem or low ones, if
the problem is a minimization. Goldberg [7].

(5)

Where: RS: residue.

7. Genetic Algorithm (GA)
In this study, the optimization engine is programmed to
utilize heuristic-based evolutionary algorithms, which are
genetic algorithms.

Figure 3. Gene formation in this research

The number of chromosomes generated represents the
population size. The population size usually affects both
the run time and the precision of the solution. It is
determined by trial and errors. A whole, complete cycle of
creation of chromosomes, their evaluation against the
fitness function, and finally the selection of the fittest is
referred to as one generation (iteration). The number of
generations also affects both the run time and the precision of
the solution. Likewise the population size, the appropriate
number of generations is determined experimentally.
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The first generation of chromosomes yields a number of
offspring generations. Only good ones are selected and the
rest is discarded. Then the offspring generation undergoes
reproduction, crossover, and mutation in an attempt of
enhancing the solution. A next generation of offspring is
then created and evaluated against the fitness function. This
process continues until the termination condition is satisfied.
Reproduction is the process of selecting chromosomes
with the highest fitness values and moving them to the
next generation. They act as parents for the new offspring
generation, and thus contribute in the bitterness of the
solution. The chromosomes of lowest fitness are discarded
to keep the number of population constant.
Crossover is the process of mixing two chromosomes in
an attempt of exchanging their qualities randomly. It is
considered the most important operation in genetic
algorithm. Crossover mimics marriage, where two parent
chromosomes are selected at random and exchange
information about the problem at hand. The randomization
in selecting chromosomes is guided by the probability of
selecting a chromosome; fittest chromosomes are more
likely to be selected.
Mutation is the resemblances of sudden evolve of a
certain offspring within a generation that turns to be a
genius. The logic behind the process of mutation is that
the continuous generations of chromosomes might be
lacking a piece of information without which achieving
optimality is not possible. No matter how many
reproduction and crossover processes take place, such
piece of information will still be missing. In order to
account for the missing piece of info, some chromosomes
are then muted. The number of chromosomes to be muted
is determined according to the mutation probability Pm,
which is usually less than 5% of the total population of
chromosomes. Figure 4 illustrates the process of crossover
and mutation.

Figure 4. Crossover process between two chromosomes and mutation
process of a chromosome

The offspring chromosomes are compared with the
worst value chromosomes and replace them if they give
better values; otherwise, they are discarded. The process is
repeated until a termination criterion is satisfied. In this
research, the termination condition is set to be the number
of generation cycles.

8. Model Methodology
As outlined before, negative cash flow affects project
financing costs and ultimately profit. Therefore, control of
the negative cash flow enables schedulers to devise

schedules that maximize project profit. This system is a
quantitative system design and attempts to minimize
negative cash to avoid a budget deficit without delaying
project completion, thereby helping contractors release
financial pressures on activity execution. This is done by
attempting minimizing cash overdrafts in case of borrowing.
Hence, maximum profit can be attained. This
necessitates an appropriate cash flow management
strategy Figure 5 shows a chart for this system
methodology.

Figure 5. Chart for Model Methodology

The main objective of the problem can be stated as
optimizing the project profit by:
(1) The project is initially scheduled according to input
data, such as activities’ relations and durations
(2) Cash flow is forecasted according to the initial
schedule of the project and maximum negative cash flow
and profit is determined.
(3) Optimization process using GA starts to search for
the best scenario of the project according to predefined
objective function. In this step, Cash flow is forecasted
with activities available floats are utilized to generate
multiples of scenarios with activities starting at different
times. Project scenarios are generated using GA processes
which are reproduction, crossover, and mutation as
discussed before. Then each scenario is evaluated against
a predefined objective function in a search of the optimum
start time values according to this objective function. The
methodology adopted in accomplishing this goal is to
integrate various cash problem in one complete model. To
do this, three scenarios are adopted. The first scenario is
used to search for a solution for the problem of devising
schedules that correspond to minimum negative cash flow
without reducing the profit. The second scenario is used to
search for a solution for the problem of devising schedules
that correspond to a specified predefined negative cash
flow. The last scenario is used to search for a solution for
the problem of devising schedules that correspond to the
specified predefined profit.
(4) Model output data are optimized schedule,
optimized cash flow, and net cash flow diagram for the
selected scenario.
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To illustrate the model methodology a practical
construction projectis tested to ensure the capability of the
proposed model in the next section.

9. Project Case Study
This study uses a sample project to illustrate the
capability of the proposed model and adopts various
constraints, including project profit and due dates, for
scenario analysis. The project is the maintenance and
restoration of an old primary school (Omar El-Farouq
primary school-Ismailia City). This project belongs to the
general authority of educational buildings; the school
building consists of two stores with area 4000m2.

Activity
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
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The project is assigned to one main contractor and includes
the following works: Removal of damaged items, installation
of new items and maintain some damaged items.
Table 1 shows the items of works, duration and direct
cost of each item and Figure 6 shows the planned activity
network of the project.
Application of the method involved three steps: Initial
schedule; forecasting initial cash flow; optimizing cash
flow according to various constraints. The methodology
adopted in accomplishing this goal is to integrate various
cash problem in one complete model. To do this, three
scenarios are adopted. The first: Minimizing negative cash
flow with optimum profit, the second: Set a specified
negative cash flow limit and the third scenario: Set a
specified Profit limit.

Table 1. Project items of works and other essential data
Description
Duration (Periods)
Supply of carpentry tools
4
Supply of electrical tools
6
Supply of plumbing tools
6
Carpentry works of 1st floor
6
Carpentry works of 2nd floor
4
Electrical works of 1st floor
6
Electrical works of baths
8
Electrical works of 2nd floor
4
Plastering works
6
Plumbing works
6
Ceramics installation for baths
10

Direct Cost (L.E / Period)
3000
1500
4000
2000
4500
2500
1000
5000
1500
1500
500

Figure 6. Project case study network

9.1. Initial schedule
The data required to run the interface program are
shown in Figure 7, which represents an input screen of
four columns of input data. First column, ‘‘Activity
Name,’’ is used to identify the activities of the project;
Second column, ‘‘Duration,’’ is the activity duration in
working days or months; Third column “Predecessor,” is
used to define the precedence relationships between
activities; Fourth column “Direct Cost,” is the direct cost
per unit time of each activity.

Figure 8 shows the initial schedule of theproject, which
is basically a bar chart with a working day as the time unit
with total floats portrayingafter activities. The scheduling
software’s initial solution represented the early-start
schedule.
(Appendix Table A1) shows time data of the initial
schedule according to data which inserted in the input
screen in Figure 7 such as EST=early start time,
EFT=early finish time, LST= late start time, LFT= late
finish time, TF=total float, FF=free float. Note that total
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float of each activity (TF) is the time which we depend on

to shift the activity without project delay.

Figure 7. Essential Project schedule Data (Input data)

Figure 8. Initial schedule of example CPM method (Output data)

Time
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Expenses
0
9000
9000
9000
9000
8000
8000
7500
7500
7500
7500
10000
10000
11000
11000
6000
6000
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
1000
1000
0

Table 2. Cash flow calculation according to initial schedule (Output data)
Overdraft
Interest
Total
Payments
0
0
0
0
9000
90
9090
0
18090
180.9
18270.9
8505
18765.9
187.659
18953.6
8505
19448.6
194.486
19643
8505
19138
191.38
19329.4
8505
18824.4
188.24
19012.7
7560
18952.7
189.53
19142.2
7560
19082.2
190.82
19273
7087.5
19685.5
196.855
19882.4
7087.5
20294.9
202.95
20497.8
7087.5
23410.3
234.103
23644.4
7087.5
26556.9
265.57
26822.5
9450
28372.5
283.725
28656.2
9450
30206.2
302.062
30508.3
10395
26113.3
261.132
26374.4
10395
21979.4
219.794
22199.2
5670
19029.2
190.29
19219.5
5670
16049.5
160.495
16210
2362.5
16347.5
163.47
16511
2362.5
16648.5
166.484
16815
2362.5
16952.5
169.524
17122
2362.5
17259.5
172.594
17432.1
2362.5
16069.6
160.695
16230.3
2362.5
14867.8
148.677
15016.5
945
14071.4
140.714
14212.2
17010

Residue
0
-9090
-9765.9
-10448.6
-11138
-10824.4
-11452.7
-11582.2
-12185.5
-12794.9
-13410.3
-16556.9
-17372.5
-19206.2
-20113.3
-15979.4
-16529.2
-13549.5
-13847.5
-14148.5
-14452.5
-14759.5
-15069.6
-13867.8
-14071.4
2797.837
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9.2. Forecasting Initial Cash Flow
Figure 9 shows input screen to insert the payment terms
of the contract and cost-estimating information such as
indirect cost, markup, initial payments, retention, interest
rate on debit.
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of the proposed model are the same results of sheet, which
reflect the ability of the proposed model to predict an
accurate project cash flow.

9.4. Optimization Process
The main objective of this study is to develop a tool for
optimizing the contractor’s profit. The methodology
adopted in accomplishing this goal is to integrate various
cash problem in one complete model. To do this, three
scenarios are adopted.For implementation purpose, the
detailed GA procedure is completely coded using C-sharp
and then uses to search for an optimum schedule for the
problem at hand.
9.4.1. Scenario I: (Minimizing Negative Cash Flow
with Optimum Profit)

Figure 9. Financial data for cash flow (Input data)

Table 2 shows cash-in and cash-out values and values
of the other financial parameters along the duration of the
project considering borrowing interest rate of 1% per
month. The calculation of the maximum negative cash
flow 30508.28 at the end of 14th month and project profit
2797.837. The output screen of the net cash flow profile
according to previous calculation in Table 2 is shown in
(Appendix Figure B1). Note: The cash flow calculations
in Table 2 are calculated according to the initial schedule
before GA optimization. Calculations show that:
Maximum negative cash flow 30508.28 at the end of 14th
month and project profit 2797.837. The GA system can
then be used to search for optimum schedules that
minimize maximum negative cash flow and optimized
project profit.
Explanation of Table 2 calculations: residue amount
(bolted cell as a reference) has been calculated according
to the bank loan transactions as follows:
1. An overdraft has been made from the previous month
(9,000) and an interest has been added to the
overdraft (90), that concludes Total bank's Debit of
9,090.
2. Overdraft of the current month calculated by adding
the residue amount from the previous month to the
new expenses of the current month (9,090+9,000).
3. An interest has been added to the new total overdraft
(18,090+180.9).
4. The residue amount for the current month will
concludes by subtracting total cell from the payment
has been made to the bank (18,270.9-8,505). …..etc.

For optimizing negative cash flow, a GA technique is
used to search for a solution for the problem of devising
schedules that correspond to minimum negative cash flow.
The objective and user defined constraints in this
scenario are as follows:

Minimize : Tt
RS L.P. A.O ≥ RS L.P.B.O
Where: RSLPAO: residue in last period after optimization,
RSLPBO: residue in last period before optimization, Tt =
Negative cash flow for each period t, RSLP: residue in last
period= Profit.
Schedules are generated using random start times of
activities while maintaining dependency between
activities. The corresponding profiles of cash requirements
of these randomly generated schedules are produced. Then,
the GA procedure searches for the schedule that produces
minimum debit value and optimum project profit.
Another input screen shown in Figure 10 prompts user
input regarding GA parameters of population size and
number of generations. Figure 11 shows the optimized
schedule of the project with activities new start dates
resulted from optimization engine using GA.
The output screen of optimized net cash flow profile for
scenario (I) is shown in (Appendix FigureB2).The model
will present cash-in and cash-out values and values of the
other financial parameters along the duration of the project
considering borrowing interest rate of 1% per month in
this scenario.

9.3. Model Verification
Verification is the process of determining that a model
implementation accurately represents the developer’s
conceptual description of the model and the solution to the
model. The verification of this model is performed by
developing a cash flow sheet by Excel 2007 and
comparing corresponding results for the same project case
study used by the proposed model. The results of using
this model are obtained for the same values of all
parameters such as the borrowing interest rate, indirect
cost, retention and markup which amounted to the same
values used in the spreadsheet. It is noted that the results

Figure 10. Input screen of coded genetic algorithm procedure

9.4.2. Scenario II: (Set a Specified Negative Cash Flow
Limit)
In this scenario, a GA technique is used to search for a
solution for the problem of devising schedules that
correspond to the specified negative cash flow, which has
been inserted in the input screen shown in Figure 12 with
no constraint on the profit. The user defined constraints in
this scenario are as follows:
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Tt ≤ CL

Where: Tt= Negative cash flow for each period t, CL:
credit limit (Max negative cash entered by user in Figure 12).

Figure 11. Optimized project schedule for scenario I (output data)

Figure 12. Input screen of coded genetic algorithm procedure and
specified negative cash flow

Figure 13 shows the optimized schedule of the project
with activities new start dates resulted from optimization
engine using GA for scenario(II).
The output screen of optimized net cash flow profile for
scenario II is shown in (Appendix Figure B3). It can be
seen from the results in (Appendix FigureB3) that all
values of cumulative negative cash fall below the
specified credit limit which inserted by the user.

Figure 13. Optimized project schedule for scenario(II)

9.4.3. Scenario III: (Set a Specified Profit Limit)
In this scenario a GA technique is used to search for a
solution for the problem of devising schedules that
correspond to the specified profit which inserted in the
input screen shown in the Figure 14 without any constraint
on the negative cash flow. The profit of the project should
not be less than this profit limit.

Figure 14. Input screen of coded genetic algorithm procedure and
specified Profit

Figure 15 . Optimized project schedule for scenario III (output data)
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Figure 15 shows the optimized schedule of the project
with activities new start dates resulted from optimization
engine using GA for scenario(III). The user defined
constraints in this scenario are as follows:

Table 3 shows the start time of each activity in each
optimization scenario. The first scenario is to minimize
negative cash flow and keep or maximize the profit, the
results shows that negative cash flow minimized from
30508.28 to 25628.76 and the profit maximized from
2797.837 to 2910.475 and the optimized schedule of the
project shown in Table 3 shows that activity A, C, D, E, H,
I and J start times have changed to reach the optimum
schedule with the minimum negative cash flow and
optimum profit.

RS LPAO ≥ PL
Where: RSLPAO: residue in the last period after
optimization (Profit), PL: profit limit entered by user in
Figure 14.
The output screen of optimized net cash flow profile for
scenario III is shown in(Appendix Figure B4).
Activity
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Table3. Compression between initial schedule and optimized schedule for the three scenarios
Original schedule
Optimized schedule start
Optimized schedule start
Optimized schedule start
start time
time for scenario I
time for scenario II
time for scenario III

A

0

1

0

2

B

0

0

0

0

C

0

1

0

2

D

4

5

4

7

E

10

11

10

13

F

6

6

8

6

G

6

6

6

6

H

12

14

14

14

I

16

18

18

18

J

6

7

6

8

K

14

14

14

14

Max Negative Cash flow

30508.28

25628.76

26433.74

30302.78

Profit

2797.837

2910.475

2869.955

3001.064

The second scenario is to reach a specific negative cash
with optimum profit in this scenario negative cash flow
constraint was not to exceed 27000 and the results shows
that maximum negative cash minimized from 2797.837 to
26433.74 to satisfy this constraint and the profit increased
to 2869.955, activity F, H and I start times have changed
to reach the required negative cash flow.
The last scenario is to reach a specific profit with the
optimum negative cash flow this scenario the constraint
was on the profit to not be less than 30000 the results shows
that the profit increase from 2797.837 to 3001.064 and
activities A, C, D, E, H, I and J start times have changed
to reach the optimum schedule with the required profit.

10. Conclusion
This study considers cash flow, establishes a novel
profit optimization model using GA for Project scheduling
problems, and performs periodic financial inspection on
behalf of the contractor. This work creates an overall time
framework and integrates cash flow and financial
elements into the model to assist evaluating project
financing. Scenario analysis employs an example project
for model illustration, and the optimized schedule is
conducted to pursue negative cash flow minimization and
profit optimization. Possible practical constraints,
including due date and initial negative cash and profit are
also assigned to the scenario for minimizing negative cash
flow, the model capability is demonstrated smoothing
financial pressure by shifting activity schedules without
delaying completion time. Consequently, the proposed
model identifies an appropriate scheduling plan to fulfill

contractor financial needs related to schedule problems.
The model is verified by comparing its results to the
results of Excel sheet and its results are stable. It provides
contractors with an invaluable tool for negotiating and
establishing good bank overdrafts.
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Notation
The following symbols are used in this study:
t: one period time of the project.
E : total expenses.
D.C : direct cost of activities.
I.C : indirect cost of the project.
P: payment.
M: mark up.
R : retention.
I: interest.
O : overdraft.
i: interest rate.
T : total negative cash flow for period t.
RS : residue.
RSLPAO : residue in last period after optimization.
RSLPBO : residue in last period before optimization.
Tt: negative cash flow for each period t.
RSLP : residue in last period (Profit).
CL: credit limit.
PL: profit limit.
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Appendix A
Activity
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K

Predecessor
a,
d,
b,
b,
f,
h,e,
c,
g,j,

Table A1. Schedule data calculations (Output data)
Successor
EST
EFT
LST
d,
0
4
4
f, g,
0
6
0
j,
0
6
2
e,
4
10
8
i,
10
14
14
h,
6
12
8
k,
6
14
6
i,
12
16
14
16
22
18
k,
6
12
8
14
24
14

LFT
8
6
8
14
18
14
14
18
24
14
24

TF
4
0
2
4
4
2
0
2
2
2
0

FF
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
2
0

Appendix B

Figure B1. Initial net cash flow (output data)

Figure B2. Optimized project cash flow chart in scenario I (output
data)
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Figure B3. Optimized project cash flow chart for scenario II (output
data).
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Figure B4. Optimized project cash flow chart in scenario III
(outputdata)

